
The Beginning of It All

a very brief, very incomplete 
introduction to the creation of the 
universe
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I will challenge nontheistic science people and 
some Christians 

translation: I will tick off nontheistic science 
people and some Christians 

oh well... 

In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in 
omnibus caritas 

"In necessary things unity; in uncertain things 
freedom; in everything compassion"
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your problem the relevant question tonight 
is not 'Do I need evidence in 
order to believe?'  
The answer is probably no. 

rather, the question is: 'Do I 
need evidence in order to 
show the truth of the faith 
to another?'  

the answer is yes, because 
no one can see into your 
heart
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together

first we see what the Bible has 
to say about the beginning 

then what nature says about it 

see if there’s a connection 

then we clear up some myths
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the record of the bible

shows a beginning 

implies a stretching or expansion 

says there is a purpose
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a beginning
biblical cosmogony says there was start 
to it all; it is not eternal 

Gen 1.1 - the heavens and the earth - 
means the whole shebang 

whole shebang = everything above, 
everything below, all space, matter, & 
energy 

doesn’t mean a poof!, just that the whole 
universe had a beginning
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a beginning

time had a beginning too! 

2 Tim 1.9 ...This grace was 
given us in Christ Jesus before 
the beginning of time... 

see also Titus 1.2
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an expansion

biblical cosmology implies it is stretching out 

Is 40.22 He sits enthroned above the circle of the earth, and its people 
are like grasshoppers. He stretches out the heavens like a canopy, and 
spreads them out like a tent to live in. 

is the stretching out of the heavens a stretching out of the universe?
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a purpose
Gen 1:27-28; the whole Psalm 8 

it was made with us in mind; 
and it was very good
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the record of nature

surprise! nature also: 

shows a beginning 

shows a growth or expansion 

strongly supports a purpose
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a beginning

Georges LeMaître, a Belgian Roman 
Catholic priest and astronomer(!), gave us 
his idea that the universe had a beginning 

in 1920’s, using Einstein’s relativity 
theories, he proposed that we have an 
expanding universe
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but expansion means that if we run 
the clock backwards, then the 
universe gets smaller and smaller 
until it gets to a state which 
LeMaître called primeval atom, 

but...

a beginning
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a beginning

Einstein no like that idea;  
he believed in a static, 
unchanging, eternal universe
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a beginning

simultaneously Edwin Hubble was 
seeing the universe expand 

all implied the universe was 
once tinier 

did it have a beginning?
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a beginning

George Gamow proposes that if the 
universe did have a beginning it was 
really hot: really... stinking... hot 

and we should still see the leftover heat 
(in the form of radio photons) 
everywhere in all directions, even today 

but in the middle of the 20th century 
there was no way to detect it!
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a beginning

meanwhile... scoffers! 

Fred Hoyle = High Priest of Scoffdom 

he proposes Steady State Theory 

no beginning, space is expanding but 
stuff mysteriously shows up in the 
cracks
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a beginning

so for years it was Steady State (eternal universe) 
vs “primeval atom” (one with a beginning) 

which was it???
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a beginning

LSS: along come two 
scientists (early 60’s), 
Penzias and Wilson 

they notice a weird radio 
“noise” coming from 
everywhere in space
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a beginning

turns out that Noise = leftover background radiation (leftover heat) from 
Creation Event like Gamow had predicted! 

more proof needed!
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a beginning

COBE satellite sent up in 1990’s sent back picture  
of CBR 
leftover glow of the creation of the universe 
Hawking: "the scientific discovery of the century, 
if not all time."
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a beginning

WMAP satellite (late 90’s, early 00’s) settles it all with 
the evidence that we had a hot creation, one that 
inflated quickly early on, one that expands to this day...
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a beginning

Steady State has its end; Universe had a beginning.
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an expansion

same evidence that shows a beginning shows an expansion 

in last years it has been shown that we are speeding up!
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a purpose?

the breath-taking fine-tuning of the 
universe implies it was made for us, 
for now. How? 

here are just some universal things 
that must be exactly as they are 
or no life...
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	 1.	 Strong nuclear force constant 

	 2. Weak nuclear force constant 

	 3.	 Gravitational force constant 

	 4.	 Electromagnetic force constant 

	 5.	 Ratio of electromagnetic force constant to gravitational force constant 

	 6.	 Ratio of proton to electron mass 

	 7.	 Ratio of number of protons to number of electrons 

	 8.	 Ratio of proton to electron charge 

	 9.	 Expansion rate of the universe 

	 10.	 Mass density of the universe 

	 11.	 Baryon (proton and neutron) density of the universe 

	 12.	 Space energy or dark energy density of the universe 
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	 11.	 Baryon (proton and neutron) density of the universe 

	 12.	 Space energy or dark energy density of the universe 

	 13.	 Ratio of space energy density to mass density 

	 14.	 Entropy level of the universe 

	 15.	 Velocity of light 

	 16.	 Age of the universe 

	 17.	 Uniformity of radiation 

	 18.	 Homogeneity of the universe 

	 19.	 Average distance between galaxies 

	 20.	 Average distance between galaxy clusters 

	 21.	 Average distance between stars 

	 22.	 Average size and distribution of galaxy clusters 

	 23.	 Numbers, sizes, and locations of cosmic voids 
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	 23.	 Numbers, sizes, and locations of cosmic voids 

	 24.	 Electromagnetic fine structure constant 

	 25.	 Gravitational fine-structure constant 

	 26.	 Decay rate of protons 

	 27.	 Ground state energy level for helium-4 

	 28.	 Carbon-12 to oxygen-16 nuclear energy level ratio 

	 29.	 Decay rate for beryllium-8 

	 30.	 Ratio of neutron mass to proton mass 

	 31.	 Initial excess of nucleons over antinucleons 

	 32.	 Polarity of the water molecule 

	 33.	 Epoch for hypernova eruptions 

	 34.	 Number and type of hypernova eruptions s w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



	 34.	 Number and type of hypernova eruptions 

	 35.	 Epoch for supernova eruptions 

	 36.	 Number and types of supernova eruptions 

	 37.	 Epoch for white dwarf binaries 

	 38.	 Density of white dwarf binaries 

	 39.	 Ratio of exotic matter to ordinary matter 

	 40.	 Number of effective dimensions in the early universe 

	 41.	 Number of effective dimensions in the present universe 

	 42.	 Mass values for the active neutrinos 

	 43.	 Number of different species of active neutrinos 

	 44.	 Number of active neutrinos in the universe 

	 45.	 Mass value for the sterile neutrino 

	 46.	 Number of sterile neutrinos in the universe 
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	 45.	 Mass value for the sterile neutrino 

	 46.	 Number of sterile neutrinos in the universe 

	 47.	 Decay rates of exotic mass particles 

	 48.	 Magnitude of the temperature ripples in cosmic background radiation 

	 49.	 Size of the relativistic dilation factor 

	 50.	 Magnitude of the Heisenberg uncertainty 

	 51.	 Quantity of gas deposited into the deep intergalactic medium by the 
            first supernovae 

	 52.	 Positive nature of cosmic pressures 

	 53.	 Positive nature of cosmic energy densities 

	 54.	 Density of quasars 

	 55.	 Decay rate of cold dark matter particles 

	 56.	 Relative abundances of different exotic mass particles 
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	 55.	 Decay rate of cold dark matter particles 

	 56.	 Relative abundances of different exotic mass particles 

	 57.	 Degree to which exotic matter self interacts 

	 58.	 Epoch at which the first stars (metal-free pop III stars) begin to form 

	 59.	 Epoch at which the first stars (metal-free pop III stars) cease to form 

	 60.	 Number density of metal-free pop III stars 

	 61.	 Average mass of metal-free pop III stars 

	 62.	 Epoch for the formation of the first galaxies 

	 63.	 Epoch for the formation of the first quasars 

	 64.	 Amount, rate, and epoch of decay of embedded defects 

	 65.	 Ratio of warm exotic matter density to cold exotic matter density 

	 66.	 Ratio of hot exotic matter density to cold exotic matter density 

	 67.	 Level of quantization of the cosmic spacetime fabric s w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



	 66.	 Ratio of hot exotic matter density to cold exotic matter density 

	 67.	 Level of quantization of the cosmic spacetime fabric 

	 68.	 Flatness of universe's geometry 

	 69.	 Average rate of increase in galaxy sizes 

	 70.	 Change in avg rate of incr in galaxy sizes throughout cosmic history 

	 71.	 Constancy of dark energy factors 

	 72.	 Epoch for star formation peak 

	 73.	 Location of exotic matter relative to ordinary matter 

	 74.	 Strength of primordial cosmic magnetic field 

	 75.	 Level of primordial magnetohydrodynamic turbulence 

	 76.	 Level of charge-parity violation 

	 77.	 Number of galaxies in the observable universe 

	 78.	 Polarization level of the cosmic background radiation s w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



	 78.	 Polarization level of the cosmic background radiation 

	 79.	 Date for completion of second reionization event of the universe 

	 80.	 Date of subsidence of gamma-ray burst production 

	 81.	 Relative density of intermediate mass stars in the early history of  
            the universe 

	 82.	 Water's temperature of maximum density 

	 83.	 Water's heat of fusion 

	 84.	 Water's heat of vaporization 

	 85.	 Number density of clumpuscules (dense clouds of cold molecular  
            hydrogen gas) in the universe 

	 86.	 Average mass of clumpuscules in the universe 

	 87.	 Location of clumpuscules in the universe 

	 88.	 Dioxygen's kinetic oxidation rate of organic molecules s w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



	 87.	 Location of clumpuscules in the universe 

	 88.	 Dioxygen's kinetic oxidation rate of organic molecules 

	 89.	 Level of paramagnetic behavior in dioxygen 

	 90.	 Density of ultra-dwarf galaxies (or supermassive globular clusters)  
            in the middle-aged universe 

	 91.	 Degree of space-time warping and twisting by general relativistic  
            factors 

	 92.	 Percentage of the initial mass function of the universe made up of  
            intermediate mass stars 

	 93.	 Strength of the cosmic primordial magnetic field 

sheesh!! 
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The Elegant Universe
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a purpose?

some parameters are hyperfinetuned, some have some wiggle room, 
but all are necessary 

here are just some examples of how just the local area has been 
idealized for life, all the result of a perfect Creation Event...
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1. galaxy cluster type 
	◦	 if too rich: galaxy collisions and mergers would disrupt solar orbit 
	◦	 if too sparse: insufficient infusion of gas to sustain star formation for a long enough time 
2. galaxy size 
	◦	 if too large: infusion of gas and stars would disturb sun’s orbit and ignite too many galactic eruptions 
	◦	 if too small: insufficient infusion of gas to sustain star formation for long enough time 
3. galaxy type 
	◦	 if too elliptical: star formation would cease before sufficient heavy element build-up for life chemistry 
	◦	 if too irregular: radiation exposure on occasion would be too severe and heavy elements for life 

chemistry would not be available 
4. galaxy mass distribution 
	◦	 if too much in the central bulge: life-supportable planet will be exposed to too much radiation 
	◦	 if too much in the spiral arms: life-supportable planet will be destabliized by the gravity and radiation 

from adjacent spiral arms 
5. galaxy location 
	◦	 if too close to a rich galaxy cluster: galaxy would be gravitationally disrupted 
	◦	 if too close to very large galaxy(ies): galaxy would be gravitationally d  
6. decay rate of cold dark matter particles 
	◦	 if too small: too few dwarf spheroidal galaxies will form which prevents star formation from lasting 

long enough in large galaxies so that life-supportable planets become possible 
	◦	 if too great: too many dwarf spheroidal galaxies will form which will make the orbits of solar-type stars 

unstable over long time periods and lead to the generation of deadly radiation episodes isrupted 
	◦	 if too far away from dwarf galaxies: insufficient infall of gas and dust to sustain ongoing star formation s w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m
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6. decay rate of cold dark matter particles 
	◦	 if too small: too few dwarf spheroidal galaxies will form which prevents star formation from lasting 

long enough in large galaxies so that life-supportable planets become possible 
	◦	 if too great: too many dwarf spheroidal galaxies will form which will make the orbits of solar-type stars 

unstable over long time periods and lead to the generation of deadly radiation episodes isrupted 
	◦	 if too far away from dwarf galaxies: insufficient infall of gas and dust to sustain ongoing star formation 
7. hypernovae eruptions 
	◦	 if too few not enough heavy element ashes present for the formation of rocky planets 
	◦	 if too many: relative abundances of heavy elements on rocky planets would be inappropriate for life; 

too many collision events in planetary system 
	◦	 if too soon: leads to a galaxy evolution history that would disturb the possibility of advanced life; not 

enough heavy element ashes present for the formation of rocky planets 
	◦	 if too late: leads to a galaxy evolution history that would disturb the possibility of advanced life; relative 

abundances of heavy elements on rocky planets would be inappropriate for life; too many collision 
events in planetary system 

8. supernovae eruptions 
	◦	 if too close: life on the planet would be exterminated by radiation 
	◦	 if too far: not enough heavy element ashes would exist for the formation of rocky planets 
	◦	 if too infrequent: not enough heavy element ashes present for the formation of rocky planets 
	◦	 if too frequent: life on the planet would be exterminated 
	◦	 if too soon: heavy element ashes would be too dispersed for the formation of rocky planets at an 

early enough time in cosmic history 
	◦	 if too late: life on the planet would be exterminated by radiation 



	◦	 if too late: life on the planet would be exterminated by radiation 
9.  white dwarf binaries 
	◦	 if too few: insufficient flourine would be produced for life chemistry to proceed 
	◦	 if too many: planetary orbits disrupted by stellar density; life on planet would be exterminated 
	◦	 if too soon: not enough heavy elements would be made for efficient flourine production 
	◦	 if too late: flourine would be made too late for incorporation in protoplanet 
10. proximity of solar nebula to a supernova eruption 
	◦	 if farther: insufficient heavy elements for life would be absorbed 
	◦	 if closer: nebula would be blown apart 
11. timing of solar nebula formation relative to supernova eruption 
	◦	 if earlier: nebula would be blown apart 
	◦	 if later: nebula would not absorb enough heavy elements 
12. number of stars in parent star birth aggregate 
	◦	 if too few: insufficient input of certain heavy elements into the solar nebula 
	◦	 if too many: planetary orbits will be too radically disturbed 
13. star formation history in parent star vicinity 
	◦	 if too much too soon: planetary orbits will be too radically disturbed 
14. birth date of the star-planetary system 
	◦	 if too early: quantity of heavy elements will be too low for large rocky planets to form 
	◦	 if too late: star would not yet have reached stable burning phase; ratio of potassium-40, uranium-235 

& 238, and thorium-232 to iron will be too low for long-lived plate tectonics to be sustained on a 
rocky planet 
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15. parent star distance from center of galaxy 
	◦	 if farther: quantity of heavy elements would be insufficient to make rocky planets; wrong abundances 

of silicon, sulfur, and magnesium relative to iron for appropriate planet core characteristics 
	◦	 if closer: galactic radiation would be too great; stellar density would disturb planetary orbits; wrong 

abundances of silicon, sulfur, and magnesium relative to iron for appropriate planet core 
characteristics 

16. parent star distance from closest spiral arm 
	◦	 if too large: exposure to harmful radiation from galactic core would be too great 
17. z-axis heights of star’s orbit 
	◦	 if more than one: tidal interactions would disrupt planetary orbit of life support planet 
	◦	 if less than one: heat produced would be insufficient for life 
18. quantity of galactic dust 
	◦	 if too small: star and planet formation rate is inadequate; star and planet formation occurs too late; 

too much exposure to stellar ultraviolet radiation 
	◦	 if too large: blocked view of the Galaxy and of objects beyond the Galaxy; star and planet formation 

occurs too soon and at too high of a rate; too many collisions and orbit perturbations in the 
Galaxy and in the planetary system 

19. number of stars in the planetary system 
	◦	 if more than one: tidal interactions would disrupt planetary orbit of life support planet 
	◦	 if less than one: heat produced would be insufficient for life 
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20. parent star age 
	◦	 if older: luminosity of star would change too quickly 
	◦	 if younger: luminosity of star would change too quickly 
21. parent star mass 
	◦	 if greater: luminosity of star would change too quickly; star would burn too rapidly 
	◦	 if less: range of planet distances for life would be too narrow; tidal forces would disrupt the life 

planet’s rotational period; uv radiation would be inadequate for plants to make sugars and oxygen 
22. parent star metallicity 
	◦	 if too small: insufficient heavy elements for life chemistry would exist 
	◦	 if too large: radioactivity would be too intense for life; life would be poisoned by heavy element 

concentrations 
23. parent star color 
	◦	 if redder: photosynthetic response would be insufficient 
	◦	 if bluer: photosynthetic response would be insufficient 
24. galactic tides 
	◦	 if too weak: too low of a comet ejection rate from giant planet region 
	◦	 if too strong too high of a comet ejection rate from giant planet region 
25. H3+ production 
	◦	 if too small: simple molecules essential to planet formation and life chemistry will not form 
	◦	 if too large: planets will form at wrong time and place for life 
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26. flux of cosmic ray protons 
	◦	 if too small: inadequate cloud formation in planet’s troposphere 
	◦	 if too large: too much cloud formation in planet’s troposphere 
27. solar wind 
	◦	 if too weak: too many cosmic ray protons reach planet’s troposphere causing too much cloud 

formation 
	◦	 if too strong: too few cosmic ray protons reach planet’s troposphere causing too little cloud formation 
28. parent star luminosity relative to speciation 
	◦	 if increases too soon: runaway green house effect would develop 
	◦	 if increases too late: runaway glaciation would develop 
29. surface gravity (escape velocity) 
	◦	 if stronger: planet’s atmosphere would retain too much ammonia and methane 
	◦	 if weaker: planet’s atmosphere would lose too much water 
30. distance from parent star 
	◦	 if farther: planet would be too cool for a stable water cycle 
	◦	 if closer: planet would be too warm for a stable water cycle 
31. inclination of orbit 
	◦	 if too great: temperature differences on the planet would be too extreme 
32. orbital eccentricity 
	◦	 if too great: seasonal temperature differences would be too extreme 
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33.  axial tilt 
	◦	 if greater: surface temperature differences would be too great 
	◦	 if less: surface temperature differences would be too great 
34. rate of change of axial tilt 
	◦	 if greater: climatic changes would be too extreme; surface temperature differences would become 

too extreme 
35. rotation period 
	◦	 if longer: diurnal temperature differences would be too great 
	◦	 if shorter: atmospheric wind velocities would be too great 
36. rate of change in rotation period 
	◦	 if longer:surface temperature range necessary for life would not be sustained 
	◦	 if shorter:surface temperature range necessary for life would not be sustained 
37. planet age 
	◦	 if too young: planet would rotate too rapidly 
	◦	 if too old: planet would rotate too slowly 
38. magnetic field 
	◦	 if stronger: electromagnetic storms would be too severe; too few cosmic ray protons would reach 

planet’s troposphere which would inhibit adequate cloud formation 
	◦	 if weaker: ozone shield would be inadequately protected from hard stellar and solar radiation
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	◦	 if weaker: ozone shield would be inadequately protected from hard stellar and solar radiation 

39. thickness of crust 
	◦	 if thicker: too much oxygen would be transferred from the atmosphere to the crust 
	◦	 if thinner: volcanic and tectonic activity would be too great 
40. albedo (ratio of reflected light to total amount falling on surface) 
	◦	 if greater: runaway glaciation would develop 
	◦	 if less: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
41. asteroidal and cometary collision rate 
	◦	 if greater: too many species would become extinct 
	◦	 if less: crust would be too depleted of materials essential for life 
42. mass of body colliding with primordial Earth 
	◦	 if smaller: Earth’s atmosphere would be too thick; moon would be too small 
	◦	 if greater: Earth’s orbit and form would be too greatly disturbed 
43. timing of body colliding with primordial Earth 
	◦	 if earlier: Earth’s atmosphere would be too thick; moon would be too small 
	◦	 if later: sun would be too luminous at epoch for advanced life 
44. collision location of body colliding with primordial Earth 
	◦	 if too close to grazing: insufficient debris to form large moon; inadequate annihilation of Earth’s 

primordial atmosphere; inadequate transfer of heavy elements to Earth 
	◦	 If too close to dead center: damage from collision would be too destructive for future life to survive 
45. oxygen to nitrogen ratio in atmosphere 
	◦	 if larger: advanced life functions would proceed too quickly 
	◦	 if smaller: advanced life functions would proceed too slowlys w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



46. carbon dioxide level in atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
	◦	 if less: plants would be unable to maintain efficient photosynthesis 
47. water vapor level in atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
	◦	 if less: rainfall would be too meager for advanced life on the land 
48. atmospheric electric discharge rate 
	◦	 if greater: too much fire destruction would occur 
	◦	 if less: too little nitrogen would be fixed in the atmosphere 
49. ozone level in atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: surface temperatures would be too low 
	◦	 if less: surface temperatures would be too high; there would be too much uv radiation at the surface 
50. oxygen quantity in atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: plants and hydrocarbons would burn up too easily 
	◦	 if less: advanced animals would have too little to breathe 
51. nitrogen quantity in atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: too much buffering of oxygen for advanced animal respiration; too much nitrogen fixation 

for support of diverse plant species 
	◦	 if less: too little buffering of oxygen for advanced animal respiration; too little nitrogen fixation for 

support of diverse plant species 
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52. ratio of 40K, 235U, 238U, 232Th to iron for the planet 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate levels of plate tectonic and volcanic activity 
	◦	 if too high: radiation, earthquakes, and volcanoes at levels too high for advanced life 
53. rate of interior heat loss 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate energy to drive the required levels of plate tectonic and volcanic activity 
	◦	 if too high: plate tectonic and volcanic activity shuts down too quickly 
54. seismic activity 
	◦	 if greater: too many life-forms would be destroyed 
	◦	 if less: nutrients on ocean floors from river runoff would not be recycled to continents through 

tectonics; not enough carbon dioxide would be released from carbonates 
55. volcanic activity 
	◦	 if lower: insufficient amounts of carbon dioxide and water vapor would be returned to the 

atmosphere; soil mineralization would become too degraded for life 
	◦	 if higher: advanced life, at least, would be destroyed 
56. rate of decline in tectonic activity 
	◦	 if slower: advanced life can never survive on the planet 
	◦	 if faster: advanced life can never survive on the planet 
57. rate of decline in volcanic activity 
	◦	 if slower: advanced life can never survive on the planet 
	◦	 if faster: advanced life can never survive on the planet 
	◦	 if too large: chaotic resonances among the gas giant planets would occur 
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58. timing of birth of continent formation 
	◦	 if too early: silicate-carbonate cycle would be destabilized 
	◦	 if too late: silicate-carbonate cycle would be destabilized 
59. oceans-to-continents ratio 
	◦	 if greater: diversity and complexity of life-forms would be limited 
	◦	 if smaller: diversity and complexity of life-forms would be limited 
60. rate of change in oceans-to-continents ratio 
	◦	 if smaller: advanced life will lack the needed land mass area 
	◦	 if greater: advanced life would be destroyed by the radical changes 
61. global distribution of continents (for Earth) 
	◦	 if too much in the southern hemisphere: seasonal differences would be too severe for advanced life 
62. frequency and extent of ice ages 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient fertile, wide, and well-watered valleys produced for diverse and advanced life forms; 

insufficient mineral concentrations occur for diverse and advanced life 
	◦	 if greater: planet inevitably experiences runaway freezing 
63. soil mineralization 
	◦	 if too nutrient poor: diversity and complexity of life-forms would be limited 
	◦	 if too nutrient rich: diversity and complexity of life-forms would be limited 
64. gravitational interaction with a moon 
	◦	 if greater: tidal effects on the oceans, atmosphere, and rotational period would be too severe 
	◦	 if less: orbital obliquity changes would cause climatic instabilities; movement of nutrients and life from the 

oceans to the continents and vice versa would be insufficent; magnetic field would be too weaks w o r d a n d s p i r i t . c o m



65. Jupiter distance 
	◦	 if greater: too many asteroid and comet collisions would occur on Earth 
	◦	 if less: Earth’s orbit would become unstable 
66. Jupiter mass 
	◦	 if greater: Earth’s orbit would become unstable 
	◦	 if less: too many asteroid and comet collisions would occur on Earth 
67. drift in major planet distances 
	◦	 if greater: Earth’s orbit would become unstable 
	◦	 if less: too many asteroid and comet collisions would occur on Earth 
68. major planet eccentricities 
	◦	 if greater: orbit of life supportable planet would be pulled out of life support zone 
69. major planet orbital instabilities 
	◦	 if greater: orbit of life supportable planet would be pulled out of life support zone 
70. mass of Neptune 
	◦	 if too small: not enough Kuiper Belt Objects (asteroids beyond Neptune) would be scattered out of 

the solar system 
	◦	 if too large: chaotic resonances among the gas giant planets would occur 
71. Kuiper Belt of asteroids (beyond Neptune) 
	◦	 if not massive enough: Neptune’s orbit remains too eccentric which destabilizes the orbits of other 

solar system planets 
	◦	 if too massive: too many chaotic resonances and collisions would occur in the solar system
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72. separation distances among inner terrestrial planets 
	◦	 if too small: orbits of all inner planets will become unstable in less than 100,000,000 million years 
	◦	 if too large: orbits of the most distant from star inner planets will become chaotic 
73. atmospheric pressure 
	◦	 if too small: liquid water will evaporate too easily and condense too infrequently; weather and climate 

variation would be too extreme; lungs will not function 
	◦	 if too large: liquid water will not evaporate easily enough for land life; insufficient sunlight reaches 

planetary surface; insufficient uv radiation reaches planetary surface; insufficient climate and 
weather variation; lungs will not function 

74. atmospheric transparency 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient range of wavelengths of solar radiation reaches planetary surface 
	◦	 if greater: too broad a range of wavelengths of solar radiation reaches planetary surface 
75. magnitude and duration of sunspot cycle 
	◦	 if smaller or shorter: insufficient variation in climate and weather 
	◦	 if greater or longer: variation in climate and weather would be too much 
76. continental relief 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient variation in climate and weather 
	◦	 if greater: variation in climate and weather would be too much
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77. chlorine quantity in atmosphere 
	◦	 if smaller: erosion rates, acidity of rivers, lakes, and soils, and certain metabolic rates would be 

insufficient for most life forms 
	◦	 if greater: erosion rates, acidity of rivers, lakes, and soils, and certain metabolic rates would be too 

high for most life forms 
78. iron quantity in oceans and soils 
	◦	 if smaller: quantity and diversity of life would be too limited for support of advanced life; if very small, 

no life would be possible 
	◦	 if larger: iron poisoning of at least advanced life would result 
79. tropospheric ozone quantity 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient cleansing of biochemical smogs would result 
	◦	 if larger: respiratory failure of advanced animals, reduced crop yields, and destruction of ozone-

sensitive species would result 
80. stratospheric ozone quantity 
	◦	 if smaller: too much uv radiation reaches planet’s surface causing skin cancers and reduced plant 

growth 
	◦	 if larger: too little uv radiation reaches planet’s surface causing reduced plant growth and insufficient 

vitamin production for animals 
81. mesospheric ozone quantity 
	◦	 if smaller: circulation and chemistry of mesospheric gases so disturbed as to upset relative 

abundances of life essential gases in lowe atmosphere 
	◦	 if greater: circulation and chemistry of mesospheric gases so disturbed as to upset relative 
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82. quantity and extent of forest and grass fires 
	◦	 if smaller: growth inhibitors in the soils would accumulate; soil nitrification would be insufficient; 

insufficient charcoal production for adequate soil water retention and absorption of certain growth 
inhibitors 

	◦	 if greater: too many plant and animal life forms would be destroyed 
83. quantity of soil sulfer 
	◦	 if smaller: plants will become defieient in certain proteins and die 
	◦	 if larger: plants will die from sulfur toxins; acidity of wate and soil will become too great for life; 

nitrogen cycles will be disturbed 
84. biomass to comet infall ratio 
	◦	 if smaller: greenhouse gases accumulate, triggering runaway surface temperature increase 
	◦	 if larger: greenhouse gases decline, triggering a runaway freezing 
85.  density of quasars 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient production and ejection of cosmic dust into the intergalactic medium; ongoing 

star formation impeded; deadly radiation unblocked 
	◦	 if larger: too much cosmic dust forms; too many stars form too late disrupting the formation of a 

solar-type star at the right time and under the right conditions for life 
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86. density of giant galaxies in the early universe 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient metals ejected into the intergalactic medium depriving future generations of 

stars of the metal abundances necessary for a life-support planet at the right time in cosmic 
history 

	◦	 if larger: too large a quantity of metals ejected into the intergalactic medium providing future stars with 
too high of a metallicity for a life-support planet at the right time in cosmic history 

87.  giant star density in galaxy 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient production of galactic dust; ongoing star formation impeded; deadly radiation 

unblocked 
	◦	 if larger: too much galactic dust forms; too many stars form too early disrupting the formation of a 

solar-type star at the right time and under the right conditions for life 
88.  rate of sedimentary loading at crustal subduction zones 
	◦	 if smaller: too few instabilities to trigger the movement of crustal plates into the mantle thereby 

disrupting carbonate-silicate cycle 
	◦	 if larger: too many instabilities triggering too many crustal plates to move down into the mantle 

thereby disrupting carbonate-silicate cycle 
89. poleward heat transport in planet’s atmosphere 
	◦	 if smaller: disruption of climates and ecosystems; lowered biomass and species diversity; decreased 

storm activity and precipitation 
	◦	 if larger: disruption of climates and ecosystems; lowered biomass and species diversity; increased 

storm activity 
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90. polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon abundance in solar nebula 
	◦	 if smaller: insufficient early production of asteroids which would prevent a planet like Earth from 

receiving adequate delivery of heavy elements and carbonaceous material for life, advanced life in 
particular 

	◦	 if larger: early production of asteroids would be too great resulting in too many collision events striking 
a planet arising out of the nebula that could support life 

91. phosphorus and iron absorption by banded iron formations 
	◦	 if smaller: overproduction of cyanobacteria would have consumed too much carbon dioxide and 

released too much oxygen into Earth’s atmosphere thereby overcompensating for the increase in 
the Sun’s luminosity (too much reduction in atmospheric greenhouse efficiency) 

	◦	 if larger: underproduction of cyanobacteria would have consumed too little carbon dioxide and 
released too little oxygen into Earth’s atmosphere thereby undercomsating for the increase in the 
Sun’s luminosity (too little reduction in atmospheric greenhouse efficiency) 

92. silicate dust annealing by nebular shocks 
	◦	 if too little: rocky planets with efficient plate tectonics cannot form 
	◦	 if too much: too many collisions in planetary system.; too severe orbital instabilities in planetary 

system 
93. size of galactic central bulge 
	◦	 if smaller: inadequate infusion of gas and dust into the spiral arms preventing solar type stars from 

forming at the right locations late enough in the galaxy’s history 
	◦	 if larger: radiation from the bulge region would kill life on the life-support planet 
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94. total mass of Kuiper Belt asteroids 
	◦	 if smaller: Neptune’s orbit would not be adequately circularized 
	◦	 if larger: too severe gravitational instabilities generated in outer solar system 
95. solar magnetic activity level 
	◦	 if greater: solar luminosity fluctuations will be too large 
96. number of hypernovae 
	◦	 if smaller: too little nitrogen is produced in the early universe, thus, cannot get the kinds of stars and 

planets later in the universe that are necessary for life 
	◦	 if larger: too much nitrogen is produced in the early universe, thus, cannot get the kinds of stars and 

planets later in the universe that are necessary for life 
97. timing of hypernovae production 
	◦	 if too early: galaxies become too metal rich too quickly to make stars and planets suitable for life 

support at the right time 
	◦	 if too late: insufficient metals available to make quickly enough stars and planets suitable for life 

support 
98. masses of stars that become hypernovae 
	◦	 if not massive enough: insufficient metals are ejected into the interstellar medium; that is, not enough 

metals are available for future star generations to make stars and planets suitable for the support 
of life 

	◦	 if too massive: all the metals produced by the hypernova eruptions collapse into the black holes 
resulting from the eruptions; that is, none of the metals are available for future generations of stars 
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99. quantity of geobacteraceae 
	◦	 if smaller or non-existent: polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons accumulate in the surface environment 

thereby contaminating the environment for other life forms 
100. density of brown dwarfs 
	◦	 if too low: too many low mass stars are produced which will disrupt planetary orbits 
	◦	 if too high: disruption of planetary orbits 
101. quantity of aerobic photoheterotrophic bacteria 
	◦	 if smaller: inadequate recycling of both organic and inorganic carbon in the oceans 
102. average rainfall preciptiation 
	◦	 if too small: inadequate water supplies for land-based life; inadequate erosion of land masses to 

sustain the carbonate-silicate cycle.; inadequate erosion to sustain certain species of ocean life 
that are vital for the existence of all life 

	◦	 if too large: too much erosion of land masses which upsets the carbonate-silicate cycle and hastens 
the extinction of many species of life that are vital for the existence of all life 

103. variation and timing of average rainfall precipitation 
	◦	 if too small or at the wrong time: erosion rates that upset the carbonate-silicate cycle and fail to 

adjust adequately the planet’s atmosphere for the increase in the sun’s luminosity 
	◦	 if too large or at the wrong time: erosion rates that upset the carbonate-silicate cycle and fail to adjust 

the planet’s atmosphere for the increase in the sun’s luminosity 
104. average slope or relief of the continental land masses 
	◦	 if too small: inadequate erosion 
	◦	 if too large: too much erosion 
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105. distance from nearest black hole 
	◦	 if too close: radiation will prove deadly for life 
106. absorption rate of planets and planetismals by parent star 
	◦	 if too low: disturbs sun’s luminosity and stability of sun’s long term luminosity 
	◦	 if too high: disturbs orbits of inner solar system planets; disturbs sun’s luminosity and stability of sun’s 

long term luminosity 
107. water absorption capacity of planet’s lower mantle 
	◦	 if too low: too much water on planet’s surface; no continental land masses; too little plate tectonic 

activity; carbonate-silicate cycle disrupted 
	◦	 if too high: too little water on planet’s surface; too little plate tectonic activity; carbonate-silicate cycle 

disrupted 
108. gas dispersal rate by companion stars, shock waves, and molecular cloud expansion in 

the Sun’s birthing star cluster 
	◦	 if too low: too many stars form in Sun’s vicinity which will disturb planetary orbits and pose a radiation 

problem; too much gas and dust in solar system’s vicinity 
	◦	 if too high: not enough gas and dust condensation for the Sun and its planets to form; insufficient gas 

and dust in solar system’s vicinity 
109. decay rate of cold dark matter particles 
	◦	 if too low: insufficient production of dwarf spheroidal galaxies which will limit the maintenance of long-

lived large spiral galaxies 
	◦	 if too high: too many dwarf spheroidal galaxies produced which will cause spiral galaxies to be too 

unstable 
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unstable 

110. ratio of inner dark halo mass to stellar mass for galaxy 
	◦	 if too low: corotation distance is too close to the center of the galaxy which exposes the life-support 

planet to too much radiation and too many gravitational disturbances 
	◦	 if too high: corotation distance is too far from the center of the galaxy where the abundance of heavy 

elements is too sparse to make rocky planets 
111. star rotation rate 
	◦	 if too slow: too weak of a magnetic field resulting in not enough protection from cosmic rays for the 

life-support planet 
	◦	 if too fast: too much chromospheric emission causing radiation problems for the life-support planet 
112. rate of nearby gamma ray bursts 
	◦	 if too low: insufficient mass extinctions of life to create new habitats for more advanced species 
	◦	 if too high: too many mass extinctions of life for the maintenance of long-lived species 
113. aerosol particle density emitted from forests 
	◦	 if too low: too little cloud condensation which reduces rainfall, lowers the albedo (planetary 

reflectivity), and disturbs climates on a global scale 
	◦	 if too high: too much cloud condensation which increases rainfall, raises the albedo (planetary 

reflectivity), and disturbs climate on a global scale; too much smog 
114. density interstellar & interplanetary dust particles in vicinity of life-support planet 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate delivery of life-essential materials 
	◦	 if too high: disturbs climate too radically on life-support planet 
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115. thickness of mid-mantle boundary 
	◦	 if too thin: mantle convection eddies become too strong; tectonic activity and silicate production 

become too great 
	◦	 if too thick: mantle convection eddies become too weak; tectonic activity and silicate production 

become too small 
116. galaxy cluster density 
	◦	 if too low: insufficient infall of gas, dust, and dwarf galaxies into a large galaxy that eventually could 

form a life-supportable planet 
	◦	 if too high: gravitational influences from nearby galaxies will disturb orbit of the star that has a life-

supprtable planet thereby exposing that planet either to deadly radiation or to gravitational 
disturbances from other stars in that galaxy 

117. star formation rate in solar neighborhood during past 4 billion years 
	◦	 if too high: life on Earth will be exposed to deadly radiation or orbit of Earth will be disturbed 
118. variation in star formation rate in solar neighborhood during past 4 billion years 
	◦	 if too high: life on Earth will be exposed to deadly radiation or orbit of Earth will be disturbed 
119. gamma-ray burst events 
	◦	 if too few: not enough production of copper, scandium, titanium, and zinc 
	◦	 if too many: too many mass extinction events 
120. cosmic ray luminosity of Milky Way Galaxy: 
	◦	 if too low: not enough production of boron 
	◦	 if too high: life spans for advanced life too short; too much destruction of planet’s ozone layer 
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121. air turbulence in troposphere 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate formation of water droplets 
	◦	 if too great: rainfall distribution will be too uneven 
122. primordial cosmic superwinds 
	◦	 if too low of an intensity: inadequate star formation late in cosmic history 
	◦	 if too great of an intensity: inadequate star formation early in cosmic history 
123. smoking quasars 
	◦	 if too few: inadequate primordial dust production for stimulating future star formation 
	◦	 if too many: early star formation will be too vigorous resulting in too few stars and planets being able 

to form late in cosmic history 
124. quantity of phytoplankton 
	◦	 if too low; inadequate production of molecular oxygen and inadequate production of maritime sulfate 

aerosols (cloud condensation nuclei); inadequate consumption of carbon dioxide 
	◦	 if too great: too much cooling of sea surface waters and possibly too much reduction of ozone 

quantity in lower stratosphere; too much consumption of carbon dioxide 
125. quantity of iodocarbon-emitting marine organisms 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate marine cloud cover; inadequate water cycling 
	◦	 if too great: too much marine cloud cover; too much cooling of Earth’s surface 
126. mantle plume production 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate volcanic and island production rate 
	◦	 if too great: too much destruction and atmospheric disturbance from volcanic eruptions 
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127. quantity of magnetars (proto-neutron stars with very strong magnetic fields) 
	◦	 if too few during galaxy’s history: inadequate quantities of r-process elements are synthesized 
	◦	 if too many during galaxy’s history: too great a quantity of r-process elements are synthesized; too 

great of a high-energy cosmic ray production 
128. frequency of gamma ray bursts in galaxy 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate production of copper, titanium, and zinc; insufficient hemisphere-wide mass 

extinction events 
	◦	 if too great: too much production of copper and zinc; too many hemisphere-wide mass extinction 

events 
129. parent star magnetic field 
	◦	 if too low: solar wind and solar magnetosphere will not be adequate to thwart a significant amount of 

cosmic rays 
	◦	 if too great: too high of an x-ray flux will be generated 
130. amount of outward migration of Neptune 
	◦	 if too low: total mass of Kuiper Belt objects will be too great; Kuiper Belt will be too close to the sun; 

Neptune’s orbit will not be circular enough and distant enough to guarantee long-term stability of 
inner solar system planets’ orbits 

	◦	 if too great: Kuiper Belt will be too distant and contain too little mass to play any significant role in 
contributing volatiles to life-support planet or to contributing to mass extinction events; Neptune 
will be too distant to play a role in contributing to the long-term  stability of inner solar system 
planets’ orbits 
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131. Q-value (rigidity) of Earth during its early history 
	◦	 if too low: final obliquity of Earth becomes too high; rotational braking of Earth too low 
	◦	 if too great: final obliquity of Earth becomes too low; rotational braking of Earth is too great 
132. parent star distance from galaxy’s corotation circle 
	◦	 if too close: a strong mean motion resonance will destabilize the parent star’s galactic orbit 
	◦	 if too far: planetary system will experience too many crossings of the spiral arms 
133. average quantity of gas infused into the universe’s first star clusters 
	◦	 if too small: wind form supergiant stars in the clusters will blow the clusters apart which in turn will 

prevent or seriously delay the formation of galaxies 
	◦	 if too large: early star formation, black hole production, and galaxy formation will be too vigorous for 

spiral galaxies to persist long enough for the right kinds of stars and planets to form so that life 
will be possible 

134. frequency of late impacts by large asteroids and comets 
	◦	 if too low: too few mass extinction events; inadequate rich ore deposits of ferrous and heavy metals 
	◦	 if too many: too many mass extinction events; too radical of disturbances of planet’s crust 
135. level of supersonic turbulence in the infant universe 
	◦	 if too low: first stars will be of the wrong type and quantity to produce the necessary mix of elements, 

gas, and dust so that a future star and planetary system capable of supporting life will appear at 
the right time in cosmic history 

	◦	 if too high: first stars will be of the wrong type and quantity to produce the necessary mix of 
elements, gas, and dust so that a future star and planetary system capable of supporting life will 
appear at the right time in cosmic history 
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136. number density of the first metal-free stars to form in the universe 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate initial production of heavy elements and dust by these stars to foster the 

necessary future star formations that will lead to a possible life-support body 
	◦	 if too many: super winds blown out by these stars will prevent or seriously delay the formation of the 

kinds of galaxies that could possibly produce a future life-support body 
137. size of the carbon sink in the deep mantle of the planet 
	◦	 if too small: carbon dioxide level in planet’s atmosphere will be too high 
	◦	 if too large: carbon dioxide level in planet’s atmosphere will be too low; biomass will be too small 
138. rate of growth of central spheroid for the galaxy 
	◦	 if too small: inadequate flow of heavy elements into the spiral disk; inadequate outward drift of stars 

from the inner to the central portions of the spiral disk 
	◦	 if too large: inadequate spiral disk of late-born stars 
139. amount of gas infalling into the central core of the galaxy 
	◦	 if too little: galaxy’s nuclear bulge becomes too large 
	◦	 if too much: galaxy’s nuclear bulge fails to become large enough 
140. level of cooling of gas infalling into the central core of the galaxy 
	◦	 if too low: galaxy’s nuclear bulge becomes too large 
	◦	 if too high: galaxy’s nuclear bulge fails to become large enough 
141. ratio of dual water molecules to single water molecules in the troposphere 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate raindrop formation; inadequate rainfall 
	◦	 if too high: too uneven of a distribution of rainfall over planet’s surface 
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142. heavy element abundance in the intracluster medium for the early universe 
	◦	 if too low: too much star formation too early in cosmic history; no life-support body will ever form or it 

will form at the wrong tine and/or place 
	◦	 if too high: inadequate star formation early in cosmic history; no life-support body will ever form or it 

will form at the wrong tine and/or place 
143. quantity of volatiles on and in Earth-sized planet in the habitable zone 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate ingredients for the support of life 
	◦	 if too high: no possibility for a means to compensate for luminosity changes in star 
144. pressure of the intra-galaxy-cluster medium 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate star formation bursts in large galaxies 
	◦	 if too high: star formation burst activity in large galaxies is too aggressive, too frequent, and too early 

in cosmic history 
145. level of spiral substructure in spiral galaxy 
	◦	 if too low: galaxy will not be old enough to sustain advanced life 
	◦	 if too high: gravitational chaos will disturb planetary system’s orbit about center of galaxy and thereby 

expose the planetary system to deadly radiation and/or disturbances by gas or dust clouds 
146. mass of outer gas giant planet relative to inner gas giant planet 
	◦	 if greater than 50 percent: resonances will generate non-coplanar planetary orbits which will 

destabilize orbit of life-support planet 
	◦	 if less than 25 percent: mass of the inner gas giant planet necessary to adequately protect life-

support planet from asteroidal and cometary collisions would be large enough to gravitationally 
disturb the orbit of the life-support planet 
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147. triggering of El Nino events by explosive volcanic eruptions 
	◦	 if too seldom: uneven rainfall distribution over continental land masses 
	◦	 if too frequent: uneven rainfall distribution over continental land masses; too much destruction by the 

volcanic events; drop in mean global surface temperature 
148. time window between the peak of kerogen production and the appearance of intelligent 

life 
	◦	 if too short: inadequate time for geological and chemical processes to transform the kerogen into 

enough petroleum reserves to launch and sustain advanced civilization 
	◦	 if too long: too much of the petroleum reserves will be broken down by bacterial activity into methane 
149. time window between the production of cisterns in the planet’s crust that can effectively 

collect and store petroleum and natural gas and the appearance of intelligent life 
	◦	 if too short: inadequate time for collecting and storing significant amounts of petroleum and natural 

gas 
	◦	 if too long: too many leaks form in the cisterns which lead to the dissipation of petroleum and gas 
150. efficiency of flows of silicate melt, hypersaline hydrothermal fluids, and hydrothermal 

vapors in the upper crust 
	◦	 if too low: inadequate crystallization and precipitation of concentrated metal ores that can be 

exploited by intelligent life to launch civilization and technology 
	◦	 if too high: crustal environment becomes too unstable for the maintenance of civilization 

	 151.	 quantity of dust formed in the ejecta of Population III supernovae 
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151. quantity of dust formed in the ejecta of Population III supernovae 
	◦	 if too low: number and mass range of Population II stars will not be great enough for a life-support 

planet to form at the right time and place in the cosmos; Population II stars will not form soon 
enough after the appearance of Population III stars 

	◦	 if too high: Population II star formation will occur too soon and be too aggressive for a life-support 
planet to form at the right time and place in the cosmos 

152. quantity & proximity of gamma-ray burst events relative to emerging solar nebula 
	◦	 if too few and too far: inadequate enrichment of solar nebula with copper, titanium, and zinc 
	◦	 if too many and too close: too much enrichment of solar nebula with copper and zinc; too much 

destruction of solar nebula 
153. heat flow through the planet’s mantle from radiometric decay in planet’s core 
	◦	 if too low: mantle will be too viscous and, thus, mantle convection will not be vigorous enough to 

drive plate tectonics at the precise level to compensate for changes in star’s luminosity 
	◦	 if too high: mantle will not be viscous enough and, thus, mantle convection will be too vigorous 

resulting in too high of a level of plate tectonic activity to perfectly compensate for changes in 
star’s luminosity 

154. water absorption by planet’s mantle 
	◦	 if too low: mantle will be too viscous and, thus, mantle convection will not be vigorous enough to 

drive plate tectonics at the precise level to compensate for changes in star’s luminosity 
	◦	 if too high: mantle will not be viscous enough and, thus, mantle convection will be too vigorous 

resulting in too high of a level of plate tectonic activity to perfectly compensate for changes in 
star’s luminosity
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a purpose?

Who cares if I think this is all part of some 
Great Design, let’s see what noted 
scientists and mathematicians say about 
all this fine-tuning...
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a purpose?

…evidence for design of the universe 
and of earth for human life could rightly 
be described as overwhelming. 

Paul Davies, astrophysicist
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a purpose?

There is for me powerful evidence that 
there is something going on behind it all… 
It seems as though somebody has fine-
tuned nature’s numbers to make the 
Universe… 

Paul Davies, astrophysicist
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a purpose?

A common sense interpretation of the 
facts suggests that a superintellect has 
monkeyed with physics, as well as with 
chemistry and biology, and that there are 
no blind forces worth speaking about in 
nature... 

Fred Hoyle, astrophysicist
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a purpose?

The idea of a universal mind or Logos would 
be, I think, a fairly plausible inference from 

the present state of scientific theory. 
Arthur Eddington, astrophysicist
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a purpose?

As we survey all the evidence, the 
thought insistently arises that some 
supernatural agency - or, rather, Agency - 
must be involved. 

George Greenstein, astronomer
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a purpose?

Is it possible that suddenly, without intending 
to, we have stumbled upon scientific proof of 
the existence of a Supreme Being? Was it 
God who stepped in and so providentially 
crafted the cosmos for our benefit? 

George Greenstein, astronomer
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a purpose?

Astronomy leads us to a unique event, a universe 
which was created out of nothing, one with the 
very delicate balance needed to provide exactly 

the conditions required to permit life, and one 
which has an underlying (one might say 

'supernatural') plan. 
Arno Penzias, physicist, Nobel Prize winner
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a purpose?

I would say the universe has a purpose. 
It's not there just somehow by chance. 

Roger Penrose, mathematician
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a purpose?

The exquisite order displayed by our 
scientific understanding of the physical 
world calls for the divine. 

Vera Kistiakowsky, MIT physicist
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a purpose?

I find it quite improbable that such order 
came out of chaos. There has to be some 
organizing principle. God to me is a 
mystery but is the explanation for the 
miracle of existence, why there is 
something instead of nothing. 

Alan Sandage, astronomer, and winner of 
the Crawfoord prize in astronomy
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a purpose?

When confronted with the order and 
beauty of the universe and the strange 
coincidences of nature, it's very tempting 
to take the leap of faith from science into 
religion. I am sure many physicists want 
to. I only wish they would admit it. 

Tony Rothman, physicist
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a purpose?
Here is the cosmological proof of the existence of 
God – the design argument of Paley – updated 
and refurbished. The fine tuning of the universe 
provides prima facie evidence of deistic design. 
Take your choice: blind chance that requires 
multitudes of universes or design that requires 
only one.... Many scientists, when they admit 
their views, incline toward the teleological or 
design argument. 

Ed Harrison, cosmologist
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a purpose? When I began my career as a cosmologist 
some twenty years ago, I was a convinced 
atheist. I never in my wildest dreams 
imagined that one day I would be writing a 
book purporting to show that the central 
claims of Judeo-Christian theology are in fact 
true, that these claims are straightforward 
deductions of the laws of physics as we now 
understand them. I have been forced into 
these conclusions by the inexorable logic of 
my own special branch of physics. 

Frank Tipler, Professor of 
Mathematical Physics 
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a purpose?

For the scientist who has lived by his faith 
in the power of reason, the story ends like 
a bad dream. He has scaled the 
mountains of ignorance; he is about to 
conquer the highest peak; as he pulls 
himself over the final rock, he is greeted 
by a band of theologians who have been 
sitting there for centuries. 
Robert Jastrow, cosmologist  
and self-proclaimed agnostic
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a purpose?

…the argument to Intelligent Design is 
enormously stronger than it was when I first 
met it. 

Anthony Flew, philosopher 
and former atheist
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a purpose?

…it seems to me that the case for an 
Aristotelian God who has the 
characteristics of power and also 
intelligence, is now much stronger than it 
ever was before. 

Anthony Flew, philosopher 
and former atheist
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The Dovetail
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dovetail

both nature and the Bible speak of a beginning and a purpose 

the Bible tells us exactly Who did it, less on how and when 

nature tell us science nerds how and when, not as much Who 

together they are cello and bow for getting a complete, full melody
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dovetail splinters

the dovetail isn’t impressive to some 

amazingly both sides have detractors who ridicule the others’ idea of a 
beginning
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The Big Hissy Fit
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the science hissy

a nontheistic scientist does not want 
a beginning 

s/he is irritated by its implications of a 
Beginner  

it’s the whole reason why Fred Hoyle 
dreamed up Steady State
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Hawking
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the science hissy

Geoffrey Burbidge (UCSD), a last 
hold out for the Steady State 
universe, said that with the COBE 
results his colleagues would run off 
to join the "First Church of Christ 
of the Big Bang."
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the science hissy

and the Christian idea of a begining is repulsive to them, as well, 
because: 

1) many want nothing to do with the Christian God 

2) a recent creation date flies in the face of the facts
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the christian hissy

some Christians in some American churches 
do not like the scientists’ idea of a beginning 

let’s talk briefly on some myths that really 
need busting
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myths

#1: the big bang means evolution is true 

an old universe with a beginning 13.7 billion years ago 
does not imply that life popped from nothing 

nor macroevolution, nor monkey to men 

it is not a threat to our faith 1
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myths

#2: if the big bang is true, the Bible is false! 

as we saw, the biggest hissy-fitters,  
the scientists who are against the big bang, 
are those who deny the veracity of the Bible 

a sudden creation from nothing supports the 
creation account in the Bible 2
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myths
#3: the big bang is a belief held by godless 
scientists, so it cannot be correct 

if Stalin had said publicly that 2 + 2 = 4,  
it doesn’t follow that he spoke a lie because  
he was an evil man 

the truth is the truth no matter the source 

moreover, it is a belief held by many godly 
scientists

3
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myths

#4: the big bang is a big smelly chaotic mess, 
so it cannot be from God 

the big bang was the most finely-tuned, well 
orchestrated, beautifully choreographed event 
in the history of the physical universe 

there was nothing chaotic about it 4
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The Universe, The Big Bang and Beyond
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A Great Tool
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a great tool

for us who believe, all this is 
not too important in our faith 

but for those others out there, 
they need evidence!!!
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a great tool

reach science-types! 

show the world we ain’t stupid! 

YE or OE we can show them that a 
beginning means a Beginner using 
logic and evidence
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a great tool

YE people might just use the beginning = beginner argument 

OE? let it rip!
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a great tool

people can differ on the stretching aspect 

they can differ on the fine-tuning odds 

but there was a beginning 

and all the implications that come with that...
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a great tool

"There is no doubt that a 
parallel exists between the big 
bang as an event and the 
Christian notion of creation 
from nothing."  
George Smoot, astrophysicist 

in charge of COBE satellite, 
2006 Nobel Prize Winner
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walk away with...

Nature shows strong evidence for a 
First Cause who transcends time, 
space, matter, and energy 

Nature heavily implies a 
purposed creation 

hmm....
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walk away with...

This all tells us that the “Creator”: 

cannot be a god trapped in the universe 

cannot be a god who is the universe 

must be a personal God beyond the universe 

God of Bible fits that description
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the center of it all

the beginning of it all has its 
source in the Center of it all 

if no beginning, no purpose 
if beginning, then purpose,  
& hope, & destiny 
Praise Him. Tell them.
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